Kea Class
Planning

Week Two

Messages

Roll Check

Please check in each day with me
as I need to do my roll.

Basic Facts

Please take a photo of
your basic facts each
day and put it on
SeeSaw. Thank you

MD

= Must Do

Your support is amazing - thank you.

Monday 20th April
Reading

MD

Minnie Mouse - Zoom 9:20
Mickey Mouse - Zoom 9:40
Donald Duck - Zoom
10:00
Black
Pete - Choose a story off
Wushka
Goofy Zoom 10:20
Pluto Choose a story off
Wushka.
Goofy and Black Pete Draw
a picture of the favourite
part of the book and tell
me why.

Maths

MD

Basic facts
Convince Mum or Dad
to be your assistant
and make cupcakes.
Make sure you do the
measuring.
Decorate in a pirate
theme. Take a photo
and put on SeeSaw.
Recipe on Drive

Spelling
Spelling test - get tested on words from last week
- results to Mrs Foster. New words in your folder.

Writing

MD

If I was a pirate - see
next slide. .

Country
Create a map of a
treasure island.
Remember x marks
the spot. Add trees
and hills and anything
else to make it as
exciting as possible.
There may even be a
pirate hangout.
This is a can do.

Extra - need something to do outside.
Build your own pirate ship. What can you
find to create this. Encourage your
siblings to help. Put photos up on SeeSaw

Writing

Achievement Objective: To create
a piece of writing that gives an
explanation of why the pirate needs
one piece of equipment over
another.

In my opinion a _________________ is the most important tool for a pirate
because …
Please write at least 3 sentences on why a pirate needs one of these more than
the other giving reasons. Make sure you plan your writing first.

Tuesday 21st April
Reading

MD

Minnie Mouse -Reread
Mickey Mouse Reread yesterdays
book.
Donald Duck Reread yesterdays
book.
Black Pete - Zoom
9:15
Goofy - Reread
yesterdays book.
Pluto - Zoom 9:40.

Spelling

Maths

MD

Writing

MD

Country

Basic facts

Dear …

Country of the day

Complete maths
activity assigned on
SeeSaw

If you were going to
send a message in a
bottle what would you
say. What would you
tell the person who
finds the bottle?

Bahamas
Please
name the capital, the
population, the
currency and a
interesting fact. Draw
the flag.

MD

Practise spelling words, can you write them into a
sentence.

This is a can do.

Extra - Draw yourself A4 as if you are a
pirate. Can’t wait to see what you look
like. Make sure you don’t rush this and
this is your best drawing and colouring.

Wednesday 22nd April
Reading

MD

Minnie Mouse - New
book in Wushka
Mickey Mouse - New
book in Wushka
Donald Duck - New
book in Wushka
Black Pete - Reread
yesterdays book
Goofy - Reread
yesterdays book
Pluto - New book in
Wushka.

Maths

MD

Writing

MD

Country

Basic facts

Dear …

Country of the day

Activity - see next
slide.

If you were going to
send a message in a
bottle what would you
say. What would you
tell the person who
finds the bottle?

Bahamas
Please
name the capital, the
population, the
currency and a
interesting fact. Draw
the flag.
This is a can do.

Spelling

MD

Practise spelling words, today write each word 3
times using a rainbow of colours.

Extra - Draw yourself A4 as if you are a
pirate. Can’t wait to see what you look
like. Make sure you don’t rush this and
this is your best drawing and colouring.

Achievement Objective: To practise skip counting and count how many
groups.
Get some toys (small toys will work better) small cars,
blocks, pen etc arrange them in groups of 2. How
many groups did you make? Look at your groups and
see if you can arrange 3 groups of 2 - how many toys
do you have? Can you write it as a times table? What
else can you do? 5 groups, 9 groups, 4 groups. How
many can you do?

2

4

6

This is activity is designed for
the whole class and some
children may say this is too
easy. They can make groups of
5 or 10. Still to easy make
groups of 3.

Thursday 23rd April
Reading

MD

Minnie Mouse - reread
yesterday’s book
Mickey Mouse - reread
yesterdays book
Donald Duck - reread
yesterdays book
Black Pete - New book in
Wushka
Goofy New book in Wushka
Pluto - Reread
yesterdays book.

Maths

MD

Basic facts
Go on studyladder and
complete 2 maths
activities.

Writing

MD

Write a story about a
pirate who has lost his
treasure map.

Country
Country of the day
Canada
Please name the
capital, the
population, the
currency and a
interesting fact. Draw
the flag.
This is a can do.

Spelling

MD

Practise spelling words - how many different ways
have you practised your words this week.

Extra -Complete an activity on the
hororatawork@home sheet. See
Hororata school website.

Friday 24th April
Reading

MD

Everyone read a book of
your choice - record it
on your reading log

Maths

MD

Make some Anzac
biscuits. Send photos
of you eating them

Writing

MD

Watch ANZAC clip write a poem.
https://safeyoutube.net/
w/JlW6 and
https://safeyoutube.net/
w/klW6

Country
Country of the day
Demark
Please name the
capital, the
population, the
currency and a
interesting fact. Draw
the flag.
This is a can do.

Spelling

MD

Be tested on your word - send me your results.

Extra -Make a poppy. See instructions on
Google Drive.

